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This book is the best window into Shah Rukh Khan's inner world and soul. Mushtaq, being a

friend of the family, is the best artist for this family portrait.It's almost like having Shah Rukh

Khan over for coffee. - Karan JoharCompelling. A story you need to read if you feel the need to

be inspired. - TabuThis book catches Shah Rukh Khan in his personal and professional space

with versatile ease. - Subhash GhaiA book that I could not keep down. Worthy of many reads -

Farah KhanIt's not a book it unfolds like a movie. - Ashutosh GowarikarIt's a beautifully crafted

book. It's very difficult to catch the radiance of a man and star like Shah Rukh Khan. Mushtaq

Shiekh not only manages it but also shocks you by adding further value. - Santosh SivanWhen

a writer of the calibre of Mushtaq is writing a book about me, then I presume the book I am

writing can wait. - Shah Rukh Khan

"This book captures Khan in his professional and personal space with great ease."-- Subhash

Ghai"A book I could not keep down. Worthy of many reads!" -- Farah Khan"It s almost like

having Shah Rukh Khan over for coffee."-- Karan Johar"Compelling. A story you need to read if

you feel the need to be inspired"-- Tabu"It s a beautifully crafted book. It s very difficult to catch

the radiance of a man and star like Shah Rukh Khan. Mushtaq Shiekh not only manages it but

also shocks you by adding further value."-- Santosh Sivan--platform47.com--This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Unsuitable Boy, Priyanka Chopra : The Dark Horse

eileenmeljay, “Yes Shah Rukh Can Phenomenal!!!!!!!. Trouble with the computer sorry for the

late feedback.....I've read the book over and over again so as not to forget anything on

Shahrukh....Mushtag Shiekh is a Phenomenal Author and friend to SRK, I learned so much by

his First book "Still Reading Khan" which I also Have and Love, I can't hold as it is so heavy.....

I call it my Shahrukh Bible...In this book It doesn't take much to learn about Shahrukh to know

the kind of man he is....Devoted - Loving - Faithful - Passionate - Sincere - Humbling and of

Course Seriously Sexy Man, and where he hailed from and the respect he has Learned from

his Parents and continues to share this respect each and everyday still. He's given us laughter

- tears - Anxiousness - Scariness and many many other emotions through his films Played to

the top more so than any other Actor Worldwide that I know of.....For those who haven't read

these two books, I would suggest going and getting them.....Learn about the Man "Shahrukh",

Learn the Love that Shahrukh has for what he's been given and spreads to the world He

Loves....One Man - One Talent, Who came from Nothing and Yet he's Full of Love and Life.....A

Man With a Big Heart, A Man (on My Bucket List) hopefully one day to meet.....All I can say is

Please Read this book and know that all that Shahrukh Gives, is Totally because as The Title

Says....."Shah Rukh Can", and as I say ... Shahrukh, will and is able to give his all...Thumbs

up for me!!!! Thank You Mushtag Shiekh Thank you”

Marta, “Extraordinary. This book "Shah Rukh Can" to me is a love story of Shah Rukh Khan. A

love story of both his professional and personal life. He opens up his heart and soul to his

readers and his fans. He shares his love for his parents, sibling(s) and his beautiful wife and his

lovely children. Also to his peers in his professional life. I am a very recent new fan of Shah

Rukh Khan. I watched Veer-Zaara and I was hooked. Since then I can't get enough of any of

his films or any information on Shah Rukh Khan. He is extraordinary! It is not difficult at all to

fall in love with Shah Rukh Khan after watching his films and reading "Shah Rukh Can"... I

know because I did.  I Love You Shah Rukh Kahn!”

Eva, “In love with SRK. Easy fast read....SRK's hard workis evident in his

success...congratulations, May you have love, happiness, health and everything you want.

Lots of love.”

Mehr, “I own it!. I love the book.. .I have read the entire book several times. The author knows

the great Shah Rukh Khan so well so he has written accurate details of Shah's life.”

Adriana Robles, “I enjoyed reading the life of Shah Rukh Khan and the .... I enjoyed reading the

life of Shah Rukh Khan and the way he successfully mad a name for him self.”

Jacqueline,Russell, “Five Stars. excellent and prompt service”



Misty45, “Shah Rukh Can every time for me!. For any new fan of Shah Rukh Khan this is a

must. Taken from the hardback (coffee table) version of this author's book 'Still Reading Khan',

it contains most of the content, plus some, albiet without the large glossy pics. If you can't

afford the £65.00 version then this version is definitely worth having.I was fortunate enough to

be able to borrow a copy of the glossy version from my library and would like to own a copy but

will make do with this version until I'm feeling richer!Gives real insight into Shah Rukh 'the

person' as well as Shah Rukh 'the actor'.Contains SRK's life story and details of all his films up

to time of publishing by a man (Mushtaq Shiek) who obviously knows his subject well.”

janice lidbetter, “Five Stars. fantastic”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Awesome!!!!!!!!!!!”

The book by Mushtaq Shiekh has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 61 people have provided feedback.
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